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European Small Islands Federation 

Board Meeting, No.28: 10 June May 2020 9.00am Dublin time via Zoom 

Participants:  
John Walsh  COE/Irish Federation 
Anetté Johansson National Association for the Swedish Archipelago  
Denis Bredin  AIP/France  
Sten-Åke Persson National Association for the Swedish Archipelago 
Lise Thilleman Sørensen Danish Small Islands Association  
Pia Prost  National Association of Finnish Islands 
Dorthe Winther  Danish Small Islands Association  
 
Attending: 
Host & Secretary: 
Rhoda Twombly Irish Islands Federation 
Apologies:  
Kristian Packalén Åland  
Camille Dressler Scottish Island federation  
Anna Stathopoulou HSIN (Greece) 
 
 Definition of “Small Islands” 
 
While each member country has its own definition of “island” and/or “small island” ESIN currently 
considers a “small island” to be an island with no permanent connection to the mainland and a 
population of under 5,000. 
 
Denis Bredin proposed this be altered to a population of less than 5,000 or inclusion in one 
municipality or less. (ie LAU2) This could give more flexibility to some networks with larger islands. 
 
The question was asked: does ESIN want to represent the larger Islands in ESIN countries? Or solely 
the smaller ones? There are other organisations (eg CPMR) to speak for larger islands. 
 
Considered important that we send the right message to the EU – that ESIN represents smaller 
islands. Also have to remember and consider that several member countries do have much larger 
islands. 
 
John Walsh will contact absent members of Greece, Italy, Estonia and Croatia to gather their opinion 
before the AGM on ESIN’s chooses on inclusion. 
 
Proposed that we point out to the EU the pitfalls of their definition of “Island.”  Agreed – but must 
finalise the ESIN definition first. 
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It was pointed out by Sten-Ake Persson  that ESIN needs 3 more members to have the 12 needed for 
application for EU funding, therefore feels it important to include the LAU2 definition. Comment by 
Denis that his definition would include population of less than 5,000 or inclusion in LAU2. 
 
Dorthe Winther & John Walsh stressed that it is very important that we are at the core representing 
small islands.  
 
Agreed: Another discussion to be held once the definition of LAU2 is more fully explored.  
 
Request: Members please send in any examples of possible new members. 
 
 
 
 
 


